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SUMMARY
In the near future, billions of wireless devices are expected to be operational. To enable the required machine
to machine communications, two major problems must be addressed. How to obtain the required spectrum
efficiency, and how to deliver the required power to these devices. The most promising answers to these
questions are cognitive radio and energy harvesting, respectively. Energy harvesting enables deployment
of sensors and devices without having to worry about their battery lifetime. Cognitive radio increases the
utilization of spectrum by accessing unused spectrum dynamically. Energy harvesting from electromagnetic
waves is suitable for these low power, low cost devices used in machine to machine communications
because only minimal additional hardware is required for such energy harvesting. With this idea as the
starting point, we first present an analysis on how much throughput can be obtained from a cognitive,
electromagnetic energy harvesting wireless network. Then, we show when and how cooperation among network nodes may increase performance. We believe that our results will provide insight for the development
of future cooperative cognitive energy harvesting networks. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy harvesting (EH) techniques considerably increase the lifetime of wireless devices. Theoretically, EH enables infinite energy gain. However, because this gain is obtained at a limited rate,
that is, harvesting power, energy efficiency is still one of the major concerns for EH devices. Even
though there is an extensive amount of work in the literature on energy efficient communication
schemes, they generally address conventional battery operated devices. There is a key difference
between them and EH devices. While the former is restricted by energy inside the battery, the latter
has infinite energy but is restricted by harvesting power. Because their restrictions and abilities differ
from conventional battery operated wireless devices, EH devices need solutions tailored specifically
for them.
Energy harvesting in wireless communications has, in fact, been a hot topic in the recent years.
Related research is mostly focused on finding optimal methods under certain assumptions on network conditions. Some of these works assume perfect knowledge of EH profile at the transmitter and
present optimal resource allocation methods for various objective functions [1–3]. Others assume
statistical knowledge of the EH profile and try to optimize with regard to stability regions, in which,
both data and energy queues are kept bounded so that the system can keep on operating [4, 5].
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Natural sources such as sun, wind underwater currents, and acoustic waves are considered for EH in
these works. With their infinite energy, natural sources are good targets for EH. However, EH from
these sources require additional equipment to be placed on the nodes. Moreover, these sources are
not consistent on the amount of energy they provide due to day–night cycles, seasonal changes and
overall dependency on environmental conditions.
More recently, EH from electromagnetic (EM) waves has been considered as an alternative to
these natural sources. Because harvesting can be performed via the existing antenna of the node, this
method offers a significant advantage in terms of cost, size, weight, and ease of implementability.
However, because the amount of energy harvested from EM waves is lower than the energy that can
be harvested from natural resources [6–8], EM harvesting is more suitable for low energy devices
such as sensor networks with simple sensing tasks. Densely deployed sensor networks with low
transmission distances and tolerance for long sleep cycles, during which, EH can be performed, are
suitable platforms for EM harvesting. An example would be a scientific project where heat and/or
humidity change of a certain region is to be monitored over the year or possibly several years. EM
EH provide the required long node lifetime and the throughput requirement is rather low, because
gathering heat or humidity data (a few bytes at most), say every half an hour is sufficient.
Machine to machine (M2M) communications is currently a very hot topic for the research community. The number of devices connected to the Internet is predicted to reach billions by 2020 [9].
M2M communication is considered to be the means of controlling, configuring, maintaining, and
obtaining data from these devices. It will be very impractical to empower such huge number of
devices by standard batteries. Furthermore, for cases like wireless sensor networks, nodes are distributed over a large area and battery replacement is not feasible most of the time. EM EH is a very
promising means to provide power for such devices.
The main limiting factor in the implementation of EM EH networks is the higher power dissipation of the transceivers in reception and transmission modes compared with EH power that can be
harvested. Fortunately, there are ultra low power chips that require much less power compared with
conventional sensors. In [10], a wireless sensor node designed specifically for low energy applications is reported to have 61 times improvement in overall energy consumption compared with
the MICA sensor for a one day run of environmental data collection. The author also mentions
an on-chip receiver they are developing that only consumes 0.9 mW. Ultra-low power transceivers
with similar power consumption are now commercially available. One such transceiver draws only
0.9 mA with a 1 V supply while transmitting at 6 dBm [11]. In [12], an ultra-low power transceiver
which draws only 15 A from a 15.5 V source during transmission is reported. Compared with
MICA, which has a power consumption of 15 mW in receive mode, these are very promising
developments.
Even though transceiver is generally the unit that has the most power consumption, other units
such as the sensor itself, CPU, and RAM should also be considered. There are also very promising
improvements in all of these areas. In [13], a temperature sensor that only requires 3.6 nJ to achieve
a resolution of 63 mK with a conversion time of 6 ms is presented. In [14], an ultra-low power CPU
that dissipates 297 nW in active mode and 29.6 pW in sleep mode is introduced. There are other
similar work with similar power consumption for both sensors [15–18] and CPU [19, 20].
With potentially infinite energy, additional capabilities can be introduced to wireless devices.
Opportunistic spectrum access is one of the most promising capabilities due to the increasing
demand for wireless spectrum and the arising need to dynamically access it. By adding cognitive
radio capability to the wireless devices, spectrum utilization can be increased [21].
Various aspects of cognitive EH networks have been analyzed in the literature. In [22], optimal
times for EH and transmission is investigated based on the amount of interference on the channel.
A dynamic channel selection problem in a multichannel radio frequency (RF)-powered cognitive
radio network is examined in [23]. Most of the previous work assume that the EH rate is constant,
or its distribution is known. Furthermore, most assume that there is a separate unit for EH on the
node; thus, EH and transmission can be performed concurrently. However, the main motivation for
EM EH is that existing antenna can be used as EH unit and no additional equipment is needed.
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous work lay out an analysis of the effect
of cooperation in cognitive EM EH networks.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Even though cooperation is thoroughly investigated for conventional, battery operated wireless
networks, the cost of cooperation differ between these networks, and EH wireless networks. In conventional networks, the main concern is the trade-off between the gain obtained by cooperation and
the extra energy spent. In EH networks, consumed energy is not important as long as the harvesting
rate is high enough to cover the power dissipation. In this regard, cooperation in EM networks is
constrained by power, rather than energy.
In this paper, we provide analysis on various aspects of cognitive EM EH networks. We provide
analysis on how much throughput is realistically achievable on average. Our contribution can be
listed as follows:
 Contrary to most of the previous work, we do not assume exact or statistical knowledge of
EH profile. Neither do we assume a separate antenna unit for EH. Assuming energy is harvested from the primary user (PU) network, we first examine the average power that can be
harvested by a single secondary user (SU) node. We assume a stochastic network geometry
for the PU network. We use a model that is widely used in the literature for modeling wireless
node distributions, that is, Poisson point process (PPP).
 We model node operation as a Markov chain, in which, certain energy levels of the battery
corresponds to states of the Markov chain. Then, we find the maximum average throughput
that can be obtained for different PU channel occupation probabilities. This gives us an insight
on how feasible a secondary EH harvesting network is for crowded and uncrowded spectrum cases. The trade-off is for a crowded spectrum, higher EH rates are expected. However,
transmission opportunities are low. Vice verse for the uncrowded case.
 We also derive the equations for the durations of spectrum sensing, transmission and EH for
achievable expected throughput.
 Then we focus on the cooperative case. We show that cooperation is not always the best
choice to increase the expected throughput. We find the threshold transmission distance, when
cooperation increases the expected throughput.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a 2D primary wireless network. There are NP U PU nodes distributed in a circular area
of radius RP U , according to PPP of intensity . The secondary network, that is, the cognitive EM
EH network is co-located with the PU network but is not necessarily limited in the same circular
area. We focus our investigation on a single SU node, that is assumed to be at the origin, without
loss of generality [24]. We assume that the investigated node communicates with another SU node
that is at a distance dx . We provide analysis on how this transmission distance effects the viability
of cooperation.
We assume that each SU transceiver has a single antenna and can perform only one task at a
time, that is, EH, spectrum sensing, transmission, or reception. The frequency range of interest is
comprised of C non-overlapping contiguous channels, each with a bandwidth of B. Time is assumed
to be slotted. For the transceiver and the EH units, each time slot, T , consists of three phases. The
first phase is for EH and lasts for th . In the second phase, spectrum is sensed for s channels for
a total duration of ts . In the final phase, data transfer takes place on an available channel for tx
seconds. The CPU and the sensor units spend most of the time in sleep mode, tcs , and only wake
up for spectrum sensing and to take a sensor measurement and store it, which lasts for tca . The time
slot structure from the transceiver and EH units and the CPU and sensor units is shown in Figure 1.
The energy harvested in the first phase plus the amount of energy inside the battery should at
least be sufficient to cover energy spent in the second and third phases. We take T as constant. We
calculate ts according to spectrum sensing performance criteria and analyze how th and tx should
be chosen to increase expected throughput.
The amount of time spent on spectrum sensing is determined according to the spectrum sensing
accuracy requirements, that is, the node is required to have a detection probability (Pd ) greater than
ı, even in very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values such as 20 dB, to protect the PU network
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Time slot structure.

Figure 2. Structure of the cooperative relaying.

from extreme interference of SU network. Furthermore, false alarm probability (Pf ) should be
below ˇ to assure a certain level of spectrum utilization.
At the beginning of a spectrum sensing phase, a channel is assumed to be busy with probability
PP U . Given a channel is busy, the PU that is using it may be any one of the total NP U PUs with
probability 1=NP U . During EH, the EM energy received from the whole band is sent to the EH
unit which performs the RF to direct current conversion as well as increasing voltage with voltage
multipliers to bring it to levels required to operate circuit boards. Each SU node is equipped with a
battery that is charged by this EH unit.
In the cooperative case, the time slot is divided into four phases. First, phase is EH. Then, all
nodes perform spectrum sensing in a cooperative manner. Overall spectrum sensing decision is made
by an OR fusion rule, where logical or operation is performed on sensor decisions to make the final
decision. Each node sends its individual spectrum sensing result, and PU existence is decided if one
or more of the nodes detect PU. Complex spectrum management schemes are out of the context of
this paper. We assume that each node sends its results in a single bit to others by taking turns in
a pre-arranged manner through a control channel. For data transmission, cooperating nodes act as
relays as shown in Figure 2. In the third phase, the source node transmits its data and the destination
node and cooperating nodes, acting as a relays, receive this data. Final phase is the relaying phase
in which relay nodes take turns to transmit the data to the destination.
We assume fading to be as in [25, 26], that is, channel gains are affected by both small-scale fading
and large-scale path loss; however, amount of received power is dominated by the path loss [27, 28].
Under this model, fading power is an exponential random variable with unit variance. The path loss
is proportional to d ˛ , where d is the Euclidean distance and ˛ > 2 is the path loss exponent.
3. ANALYSIS OF NON-COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION
We aim to determine the maximum expected throughput, , in a cognitive EH harvesting network.
max  D R.Pd ; Pf ; ts ; tx ; Px ; Ei /  tx =T

(1)

s. t.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Pd > ı

(2)

Pf 6 ˛

(3)

T D ts C t h C t x

(4)

Ei C Eh > Ecs C Ex C Es

(5)

where R is the optimal transmission rate that maximizes throughput, Px is the corresponding optimal transmission power, Ei is the amount of energy that is left in the battery from the previous time
slot, and Eh is the harvested energy. Ecs is the amount of energy dissipated by the CPU and the
sensor. The first two constraints are related to spectrum sensing. The third constraint is about the
periodic time slot operation. The final constraint is the energy causality constraint. It is to make sure
we do not try to spend more energy than we have.
Our approach in solving Equation (1) is to first determine the sensing time, ts , using the constraints (2) and (3). Then, for a given Ei , the problem reduces to finding the optimal trade off
between tx and Px . If we increase tx , time left for harvesting reduces, and thus, Px reduces. If we
decrease tx , EH time, and thus, harvested energy increases. Therefore, Px increases. However, time
left for communication, tx , is now much lower, which reduces the throughput. We detail how we
solve this problem in Section 3.3.
To sum up, we seek the answers of the following questions to find the solution to Equation (1),
(1) What should be the spectrum sensing time for one channel to meet Pf 6 ˇ and Pd > ı for
minimum SNR, that is, mi n ?
(2) What is the expected amount of power that can be harvested under these conditions?
(3) What should be the transmission time and the transmission power to obtain achievable
expected throughput under these conditions?
We lay out the answers in the following analysis.
3.1. Spectrum sensing time
The detection and false alarm probabilities for a single node performing sensing on an AWGN
channel is given as [29]

!
  N n2 C s2
Pd D Q p
(6)


2N n2 C s2
  N n2
Pf D Q p
2N n2

!
(7)

where  is the detection threshold, N is the number of required samples, sR2 and n2 are the signal
1
and noise power, respectively. Q./ is the q-function, that is, Q.x/ D 1=2 x exp.u2 =2/du.
The detection threshold, , that satisfies Pd > ı, can be found by replacing Pd with ı in
Equation (6), and solving for ,
p




 D Q1 .ı/ 2N n2 C s2 C N n2 C s2
(8)
To find the required number of samples to meet Pd > ı under mi n , we substitute (8) in (7).
Assuming the sampling rate is equal to the Nyquist rate, after algebraic manipulations, we obtain
the required spectrum sensing time for one channel,

2
1 Q1 .ˇ/  .1 C mi n /Q1 .ı/
(9)
ts1 D
B
mi n
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where B is the channel bandwidth. Note that bandwidth is inversely proportional to the spectrum
sensing duration. Therefore, as the channel bandwidth decreases, spectrum sensing time increases.
In fact, when channel bandwidth is lower than a threshold value, ts may increase so much that there
isn’t enough harvesting time and transmission becomes impossible.
This is shown in Figure 3, where the continuous line is the energy spent on spectrum sensing for
various channel bandwidth values and the dotted line is the amount of energy that can be harvested
in the remaining time. At around 9 KHz bandwidth, spectrum sensing consumes all of the harvested
energy and no transmission can be performed. As the bandwidth goes lower, the harvested energy
cannot even cover the spectrum sensing phase. As seen here, for a system with specs given in Table I,
bandwidth should be higher than 9 KHz. An alternative is to use compressive sensing and use subNyquist samples. However, we note that compressive sensing requires sparsity and is more suitable
for mostly vacant spectrum, which is not very fitting for EH networks.
Unless otherwise stated, we use the typical values given in Table I for this and all of the following
figures. Node density, energy consumption calculations, loss model, and as a result, EH profile
are all determined according to these values. Nodes are deployed according to PPP distribution, as
detailed in Section 2. Power dissipation values are chosen as in the related references. We assume

x 10−3

Sensing
Harvested
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Energy (Joules)

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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2
x 104

Channel bandwidth (Hz)

Figure 3. Harvested energy and energy spent on sensing.
Table I. Typical parameter values.
Parameter
Typical parameter valuesB
R
T
ı
ˇ
˛
mi n
Pt
dx
V
Is
Pca
tca
Pcs
Esa
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Meaning

Value

Bandwidth
Radius of PU network area
Time slot duration
Required detection prob.
Required false alarm prob.
Path loss exponent
Minimum SNR
PU transmission power
Transmission distance
Sensor supply voltage
Current drawn in sensing mode
Active power dissptd. by CPU
Time CPU spent in active mode
Passive power dissptd. by CPU
Energy dissipated by the sensor

200 KHz
35 m
120 s
0.9
0.1
3.4
20 dB
250 mW
35 m
1.55 V [12]
15 A [12]
297 nW [14]
18.8 ms [14]
29,6 pW [14]
3.6 nJ [13]
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execution of 2,000 instructions is required to take one sensor measurement as used in [14]. With a
106 KHz CPU as in [14], this corresponds to an approximate active duration of tca D 18:8 ms.
PU transmission power is chosen as 250 mW. This is half of the maximum allowed transmission
power for power class 2 UEs [30]. Taking into account the power control mechanism, we didn’t use
the maximum allowable power. Taking an even lower transmission power would mean that the base
station is nearby, and it is possible to harvest energy from it. While this is also a possible case, we
took the worse case by not assuming a nearby base station.
In IEEE 802.22 standard, DTV protection at 114 dBm corresponds to an SNR of 19 dB for
equivalent receiver noise figure of 11 dB and 22 dB safety margin at edge of coverage [31]. We took
minimum SNR as 20dB. Also, minimum detection probability of ı D 0:9, and maximum false
alarm probability of ˇ D 0:1 is required.
The radius of the PU network is taken as 35 m. Because of practical considerations, a certain
minimum received power is required for EH to be possible. As an example, in [32] a minimum of
-22 dBm is reported as minimum received RF power requirement. Using our channel model and a
PU transmission power of 250 mW, 34 m is the maximum distance from which -22 dBm power can
be received.
3.2. Harvested power
P PU
The average harvested power can be written as EŒPh D N
pD1 eh Ep ŒPr Pp , where eh is the
harvesting efficiency, Ep ŒPr is the expected received power when p PUs are active, Pr is the
received power, and Pp is the probability of having p PUs active. Pp can be written as Pp D
PPpU .1  PP U /.NP U p/ NPp U .
To find Ep ŒPr , we form a list, P , of the PUs, in the order of their distance to the investigated EH
node. When PUs have a PPP distribution, the density function of the distance (dn ) between the nt h
PU in P and the EH node is given by [24]
fdn .r/ D e  r

2

2. r 2 /n
;
r.n/

r 2R

(10)

where ./ is the Gamma function. The expected value of the distance to the nt h closest neighbor
can be expressed as [24]
r
n
EŒdn D R
(11)
NP U C 1
Furthermore, let Ap be the set that consists of p combinations of PUs in P , and jAp j be the size
of the set. Then,
Ep ŒPr D

jAp j
1 X X
Pt EŒdn
jAp j
n2A
kD1

˛

(12)

p

The inner sum is the combined received energy when a certain p-combination of PUs are active.
Because all PUs have the same probability to be active, all p-combinations are equally probable for
a given p. Therefore, average over all possible p-combinations gives the expected received power
when p PUs are active. Combining all,

EŒPh D

˛=2

jAp j
1 X X
n
Pt R˛
jAp j
NP U C 1
pD1
kD1 n2Ap
!
p
.NP U p/ NP U
eh PP U .1  PP U /
p

N
PU
X

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3.3. Maximum expected throughput
Node operation in a time slot, T , begins with EH, then spectrum is sensed and finally transmission
takes place. However, sometimes an available channel may not be found and the harvested energy
remains in the battery, ready to be utilized in the next time slot. Throughput calculations should
take this into account. To achieve this, we model the node operation as a Markov chain, where each
state corresponds to the amount of energy remaining in the battery from the previous time slot. If
the amount of energy in the battery remaining from the last time slot is not sufficient to supply one
environment and spectrum sensing phase, the system is in state 0. If remaining energy is sufficient
to cover one environment and spectrum sensing phase, but not two sensing phases, the system is
in state 1 and so on. Our Markov chain model is depicted in Figure 4. If we find an available
channel, we spend the remaining energy in transmission and go to state 0. If no available channel
is found, there are three possibilities. If the harvested energy is not sufficient to cover the sensing
tasks (i.e. environment and spectrum sensing) in that slot, we move down one state. If it is only
sufficient to cover sensing in that slot, we stay in at the same state. Otherwise, we move to one of the
higher states.
Associated transition probabilities are written in terms of:
Pa : Pr(at least one available channel decided in n channel senses)D 1  .PP U Pd C .1 
PP U /Pf /n
P0 : Pr(harvested energy is not sufficient for even one sensing phase) D P r.EŒPh < Es1 /
Pi : Pr(harvested energy is sufficient for i sensing phases but not i C 1) D P r.Esi 6 EŒPh <
Es.i C1/ /
P>k : Pr(harvested energy is sufficient to cover more than k sensing phases) D P r.EŒPh > Esk /
In calculation of Pa , we take into account two cases. Either PU is active and we detect it, or there
is no active PU but sensing raises a false alarm. Esi , is the amount of energy consumed in i spectrum
sensing phases.

Figure 4. Markov modeling of node operation.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The maximum throughput can be written as AWGN channel capacity times the ratio of time spent
in transmission to the time slot duration when moving from state i to state j .


m
m X
˛
X
tx .i; j /
x dx Px .i; j /
D
B log2 1 C
(14)
i S.i; j /
Pn
T
i D0 j D0

where dx is the transmission distance, ˛ is the path loss exponent, 0    m are the steady state
probabilities of the Markov chain, and S.i; j / are the state transition probabilities for moving from
state i to statej . The state transition matrix is given in (15). The actual amount of power transmitted
as RF power depends on the transmitter efficiency. A transmitter radiates x Px .i; j / amount of
power when operation moves from state i to state j .
2
3
P0 CP1 CP>2 Pa P2 .1Pa / P3 .1Pa /

6
6
S.i; j / D 6
6
4



P0 .1Pa /CPa

P1 .1Pa / P2 .1Pa /



Pa

P0 .1Pa / P1 .1Pa /



::
:

::
:

::
:

::

Pa

0



P0 .1Pa /

P>.mC1/ .1Pa /
P>m .1Pa /

7
7
7
5

P>.m1/ .1Pa / 7

::
:

:

(15)

P>0 .1Pa /

There is a trade-off between the choice of transmission time, tx , and transmission power, Px . If tx
is chosen as a long duration, the amount of transmitted data increases. However, because the overall
time slot duration, T , is fixed, increasing tx causes EH time, th , to be lower. With lower energy at
hand, Px is reduced, which causes the transmission rate to drop. This is shown in Figure 5. When
Px is too low, throughput is low. As Px is increased throughput begins to increase. However, as Px
increases, tx must decrease so that the energy causality relation Ei C Ph th > Ecs C Px tx C Ps ts
holds. Here, Ecs , that is, the energy spent by CPU and the sensor can be written as
Ecs D Esa C Pca tca C Pcs .T  tca /

(16)

where Esa is the energy spent by the sensor to get one reading, Pca and tca are the power dissipated
and time spent by the CPU in active mode, respectively. Pcs is the power used by the CPU in sleep
mode. Because the CPU is in sleep after taking the reading, the time spent in sleep mode by the CPU
is rest of the slot time, that is, T  tca . Checking (14), we see that tx is a linear factor of throughput
and Px is inside the logarithm. Due to the nature of energy causality and throughput equations,
decreasing Px and increasing tx causes throughput to increase faster.
We see that without cooperation, throughput up to about 60 bps can be achieved. This means, for
a time slot of 120 s, about 720 bytes can be sent at each time slot, which should be sufficient for
most simple sensing applications.
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Figure 5. Throughput versus transmision power when energy is harvested from EM waves.
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Figure 6. Throughput versus transmission power when energy is harvested from ambient light.

To have a comparison with alternative EH schemes, in Figure 6, we provide the throughput if
a 1 cm2 solar panel was used to harvest energy from indoors ambient light instead of harvesting
energy from EM waves. As stated in [33], we use an average harvested power of 10 W=cm2 . We
see that considerable improvement is possible. However, we should keep in mind that harvesting
energy from light sources requires additional equipment on the nodes, that is, solar panels, and
enforces restrictions on node placement, that is, the sensor must be placed out in the open to be able
to harvest energy. Furthermore, it is only possible as long as the environment is illuminated.
Next, we try to find a tractable solution for the optimal value of Px . We first note that tx D
T  ts  th , and Ei C Ph th D Ecs C Ps ts C Px tx . Then we place these expressions into (14), take
the derivative with respect to Px and equate to zero.
B ŒPh  ..Ph C Ps /ts  Ei C Ecs /=T dx˛
d


D
˛
dPx
P .P C P / 1 C Px dx
ln 2
n

x

h

x

Pn


B ŒPh  ..Ph C Ps /ts  Ei C Ecs /=T ln 1 C



P xdx˛
Pn

.Px C Ph /2 ln 2



(17)
D0

which yields
2
Px D 4

Ph dx˛ x
Pn
x dx˛
Pn

L



3

1

Ph dx˛ x
ePn



1
e

  15

Pn
˛
dx x

(18)

where L is the Lambert W function, that is, for any complex number ´, the defining function of L.´/
is ´ D L.´/e L.´/ . We present the details of the derivations of (17) and (18) in the Appendix.
Using (18) in (14), we obtain the maximum achievable throughput. In Figure 7, we depict
optimal transmission power for various PU existence probabilities. When PU existence probability, PP U , is too low, the harvested energy is also too low. As PP U increases, harvested energy
increases and transmission power also increases. As PP U keeps increasing, it becomes better to
reduce Px and increase tx . This was depicted in Figure 5. Therefore, optimal power reduces as PP U
keeps increasing.
In Figure 8, we show the impact of PU existence probability and PU network node density on
energy harvesting and thus on throughput. Radius of the network is changed while the number
of PUs inside remain the same, that is, 10 PUs. As the radius increases, the average distance of
PUs from the investigated SU node increases. As a result, average harvested power decreases. This
causes throughput to decrease. As for the PU existence probability, when this probability is low,
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Optimal transmit mode power versus primary user (PU) existence probability.
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Figure 8. Achievable expected throughput for varying harvesting time and primary user (PU) existence
probability.

harvested energy is low because there are not many active PUs. As it increases, harvested energy and
thus, throughput increases. However, after a certain probability, even though the harvested energy
increases, probability of finding an available channel decreases. Because transmission is halted to
the next time slot in such cases, throughput begins to drop.
This suggests that the proximity of PUs is extremely important for EM EH networks, and also,
the sweet spot is when the PUs are active about half of the time to enable effective EH and also
provide opportunity for transmission.
4. ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION
Our aim is the same as the non-cooperative case, that is, to find the maximum achievable throughput. We focus on a network with two cooperating nodes. Extension to more cooperating nodes is
straightforward. We assume there is no change in EH conditions of the previous section to be able to
make a fair comparison. In the spectrum sensing phase, the overall detection (Qd ) and false alarm
probabilities (Qf ) under OR fusion rule are given as

Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Qd D 1  .1  Pd /n

(19)

Qf D 1  .1  Pf /n

(20)
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where n is the number of cooperating users. Therefore, in this case, we have Qd > ı and Qf a 6 ˇ
as spectrum sensing requirements.
The required sensing duration for one channel can be obtained by taking similar steps used in
derivation of Equation (9)


2
Q1 .‚/  .1 C mi n / Q1 . /
(21)
ts1
mi n
p
p
where ‚ D 1  1  ˇ and D 1  1  ı for two node cooperation. In Figure 9, we depict the
harvested energy and the amount of energy spent in spectrum sensing for various channel bandwidth
values. Comparing with Figure 3, we see that cooperative case allows use of lower bandwidth, where
the breakeven point has moved from about 9 KHz to 6 KHz. Because in cooperative sensing, each
individual node has to meet more relaxed sensing requirements, (Pd is always lower than Qd , etc.),
number of required samples is lower. This enables a lower minimum bandwidth to be viable.
In cooperative relay-based communication, the destination node receives the signal from both the
source and the relay. Two prominent relaying methods are amplify and forward (AF) and decode
and forward (DF). For the DF case, we assume that the relay node can successfully decode the data
if SNR is above a modulation dependent threshold value [34]. SNR at the destination for these two
cases is


P  2 d 2˛
Px x dx˛ C Px xx dx˛r CPn
x


(22)
AF D
Px x dr˛
Pn 1 C Px x d ˛ CPn
1
D
B

x

DF D

Px .

˛
x dx

C

˛
x dr /

(23)

Pn

Throughput expression for the cooperative case is the same as Equation (14). However, calculation of Px .i; j / and tx .i; j / differ, because the required sensing time is reduced in cooperative
sensing. Like the non-cooperative case, there is a trade-off between tx and Px . We can simplify the
analysis by writing one in terms of the other. Note that T D th C ts C tr C tx , where tr is the receiving duration for the relay and tr D tx . Also note that Ei C Ph th D Ecs C Ps ts C Pr tr C Px tx
due to energy causality requirement and Pr D Ps because both are power consumed in receive
mode. Using these equations, tx can be written in terms of Px and known identities Ph ; Ps ; T; ts .
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Figure 9. Harvested energy and energy spent on sensing for cooperative sensing.
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Using the SNR expressions (22) and (23), the maximum expected throughput for AF and DF cases
can be written as,
1
0 
2 d 2˛
Px x
˛
r
P
d
C
˛
x
x
x
P  .Ecs  Ei C .Ph C Ps /ts /=T
1
Px x dx CPn

 A h
AF D log2 @
(24)
Px x dr˛
B
Px C 2Ph C Ps
P 1C
˛
n

DF D

1
log2
B



Px x dx CPn

Px .

˛
x dx

C

˛ 
x dr /

Pn

Ph  .Ecs  Ei C .Ph C Ps /ts /=T
Px C 2Ph C Ps

(25)

Throughput for varying Px is shown in Figure 10. Behavior is the same as the non-cooperative
case as expected. Similar to the approach in the non-cooperative case, the achievable expected
throughput can be calculated by differentiating (24) and (25) with respect to Px , equating to zero
to find Px , then substituting it back into the equations. Unfortunately, (24) is too complex to find a
closed form expression for Px . However, for the DF case, Px can be found using similar steps in
derivation of (18) as detailed in the Appendix.
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Figure 10. Throughput versus transmission power.
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Figure 11. Optimal transmit mode power versus primary user (PU) existence probability for decode and
forward.
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"
Px D

#
1
W .2Ph C Ps /  1
 1
W
1
W
W L e .2Ph C Ps /  e

(26)

 .d ˛ Cd ˛ /

where W D x sdPn rd . Here, dsd is the distance between source and destination nodes and drd
is the destination between relay and destination nodes. We plot the optimal transmission power for
various spectrum occupancy rates in Figure 11. We see that higher transmission power can be used
for the cooperative case. The reason is that nodes spend less energy in spectrum sensing and they
can use the remaining energy for higher transmission power.
In Figure 12, we show how maximum expected throughput changes with PU existence probability and PU network radius. Comparing Figure 12 with Figure 8, we see that cooperation, indeed,
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Figure 12. Achievable expected throughput for varying harvesting time and primary user (PU) existence
probability for decode and forward.

Figure 13. Best case node placement for relaying.
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increases the throughput. However, does this hold for all transmission distances? We expect cooperation to yield poor results when the transmission distance is low, that is, when the overhead of
cooperation is not worth its benefit. We want to find the conditions under which relaying, together
with cooperative spectrum sensing increases the expected achievable throughput. We try to find the
cases for which cooperation is not viable even for the best case node placement scenario. By best
case node placement, we mean the case where the source, relay, and destination are on the same line
and relay is between the source and the destination. For the DF case, the best placement is when
dsr is such that SNR at the relay is equal to the decoding threshold, where it will be as close to the
destination while still being able to decode the data from the source. We depict this in Figure 13.
In Figure 14, we plot achievable throughput versus transmission distance, using optimal Px values
obtained by Equations (18) and (26) for the non-cooperative and DF cases, respectively. As seen
here, for the typical values given in Table I, cooperation yields worse results only if communication
distance is really low, that is, lower than 2.5 m. This suggests that, unless the SU sensor network is
extremely densely deployed, cooperation should be used.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We present an analysis of expected maximum throughput in EM EH CRSN. Instead of assuming the
exact or statistical EH profile knowledge, we derive the expected harvested energy by investigating
a common wireless network topology where PUs, from which the EM energy is harvested, are
located according to a PPP process. We emphasize some parameters that must be paid attention to,
especially in EH. One such parameter is the channel bandwidth and its effect on spectrum sensing
time. We point out that when Nyquist sampling rate is used, higher sensing time is required for lower
bandwidth. This puts a lower limit on the PU channel bandwidth that can be utilized. We show this
break even point, where the harvested energy is equal to the energy spent in spectrum sensing.
Overall, our results indicate that EM EH is feasible for a cognitive wireless sensor network if
it can tolerate high sleep cycles. It is worth noting that the maximum throughput depends on the
PU existence probability. Therefore, our scheme could be improved by a learning algorithm which
can keep track of PU activities. Another method is to use cooperation in spectrum sensing and
relaying in data transmission, because this reduces the power required by each node. We examine
the cooperative case and provide the solution for maximum expected achievable throughput for DF.
Then, we point out the fact that cooperation may not always be the better solution, and we investigate
the condition under which cooperation yields higher expected throughput.
APPENDIX
Throughput can be written as

 D B log2

d ˛ x
1C x
Px
Pn



tx
T

(A.1)

where
Ei C Ph th D Ecs C Ps ts Px tx

(A.2)

th D T  ts  tx

(A.3)

Ei C Ph T  Ph ts  Ps ts  Ecs
tx
D
T
T .Px C Ph /

(A.4)

Ph  Œ.Ph C Ps /ts  Ei C Ecs =T
Px C Ph

(A.5)

and

Therefore, tx =T can be written as

D
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Let
AD

˛
x dx

(A.6)

Pn

C D Ph  Œ.Ph C Ps /ts  Ei C Ecs =T

(A.7)

D D Ph

(A.8)

x D Px

(A.9)

so that throughput can be simplified in notation as
 D B log2 .1 C Ax/

C
xCD

(A.10)

Then
d
ABC
BC ln.1 C Ax/
D

dx
ln.2/.1 C Ax/.x C D/
ln.2/.x C D/2

(A.11)

which yields (17) when values are substituted. Equating to zero and canceling common terms at
each side,
A
ln.1 C Ax/
D
1 C Ax
xCD

(A.12)

A.x C D/ D .1 C Ax/ ln.1 C Ax/

(A.13)

Ax C AD  1 C 1 D .1 C Ax/ ln.1 C Ax/

(A.14)

.AD  1/ C .1 C Ax/ D .1 C Ax/ ln.1 C Ax/

(A.15)

AD  1
C 1 D ln.1 C Ax/
1 C Ax

(A.16)

1 C Ax
e

(A.17)

AD  1
AD  1 AD1
e 1CAx D
1 C Ax
e

(A.18)

e .AD1/=.1CAx/ D

We use the Lambert W function, defined as ´ D L.´/e L.´/ . For our case L.´/ D
AD1
. Then
e


AD  1
AD  1
DL
1 C Ax
e
xD

AD  1
1
 AD1  
A
AL
e

AD1
1CAx

and ´ D

(A.19)

(A.20)

Substituting values of A and D, we obtain (18).
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